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Classic R&B with a Funk Rock Edge. Original Compositions Capturing The Spirit Of The 70's. 9 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, ROCK: Funk Rock Details: Classic R&B is very Much Alive

Under the Watchful Performance of JESSE MORGAN. Check-It-Out: Jesse delivers an all original catalog

of R&B music unanticipated by R&B fans around the world. Jesse has met the adulation of audiences

world-wide as lead vocalist playing rhythm guitar, establishing a reputation with his legendary

underground band, flavoring his music with Soul, R&B and Rock; with dynamic melodic rhythms and the

essence of a full horn and string section, a singular distinct attitude in his vocal style, Jesse delivers a

texture of original compositions and musical arrangements of what his music truly is to him and what has

always endured a good song (simple and melodic/telling the story). Jesse gives detail to melodic structure

and cord progressions, which allows him to masterfully translate emotions into words  music capturing the

spirit of the 70's, with a fresh alluring curve, performing R&B/Funk skillfully on his CD "A Taste Of

R&B-Rock". Jesse headlined with or played backup in concert shows and nightclubs with such recording

artists as Ike  Tina Turner Review, Stevie Wonder, The Drifters, The Coasters, The Kinks, Dave Clark

Five, The Beach Boys, The Platters, Screamin' J Hawkins to name a few......... Jesse began his music

career during his high school years in Hawaii and first performed with a vocal singing group at high school

functions and classmate birthday parties. Shortly after Jesse was asked to join a high school pop/rock

band called The Wonders where he performed as lead vocalist playing bass guitar. After graduation of

high school Jesse's music career professionally took off, he was approached by another band (The

Mopptops) to sing lead vocals and play rhythm guitar. The band quickly established a following and

became well known throughout Hawaii as top local Pop/Rock band performing in clubs, concert halls, and

stadiums, traveling abroad (New Zealand, Australia, Philippines, Japan, Canada, including USO tours for
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the Military). Jesse quickly became a headliner soon after performing in Waikiki and downtown Honolulu

nightclubs where long lines of fans would stand nightly to see Jesse perform. Jesse formed other bands

known as Jesse Morgan High-Speed Band, The Jesse Morgan Blues Review Band and The Jesse

Morgan Band, all delivering a power-house of R&B/Soul sounds, again fans lined up to hear and see

Jesse perform. With a reservoir of studio production experience and a musical career that exposed him to

a wide variety of major recording artists from around the world, Jesse is a legend in his own times; a

veteran recording artist with passed label experience that includes DJ Records, Lemon Tree Records,

Fantastic Records; then after moving to Los Angeles Jesse scored a recording and publishing contract

with Parliament Records, Anchor/ABC Records, and a Production Deal that gave him creative control. In

the late 80's the music business was in a curve, Jesse took a leave of absence, and during that time he

completed a Master of Science degree and a PhD. Jesse's songwriting harvest a rich original style,

making his compositions both classic and contemporary. His arrangements are seasoned, smart,

fashionably and sensual. Experience the influence of JESSE MORGAN and try "A Taste Of R&B Rock"

the CD that Rocks R&B.
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